Abstract
Introduction
Web traffic is constantly increasing due to the increasing number of users connected to Internet. Traffic doubles every 6 months [8] [17] [18] , affecting adversely user perceived latencies. As a consequence, network infrastructure needs to be constantly improving to satisfy QoS users demand, including both technology aspects (e.g. fastest links, proxies and servers) and related software.
Caching and prefetching are the common adopted solutions in the Web architecture to improve performance. Caching involves storing the most demanded [1] [5] (popular) web objects closer to the user. Proceeding on this way, users can fetch objects from its browser cache or an intermediate cache (proxy-cache) instead of the original web server, so reducing user perceived latencies. On the other hand, prefetching initiates the fetch of the object before the user ask for it. The goal of this technique is to have the object in a cache when required later. In general, the prefetching process uses idle times (in the browser or in the proxy) to prefetch objects. Note that prefetching and caching are orthogonal techniques so they can be applied together.
Caching can be implemented at different stages in the path of a HTTP request: i) in the browser of the client, ii) at some middle point, between the client and the server (proxy web server), and iii) close to the original web server (inverse proxy or surrogate). Browser caches store objects requested by a single user while proxy caches store objects for many users, usually in a homogeneous segment of Internet users; e.g., a university, a private or public corporation, or an ISP. Due to the larger number of users connected to the same proxy server, object characteristics (popularity, spatial and temporal locality) can be better exploited increasing the cache hit ratio and improving web performance. Our work focuses on proxy caching because this cache offers more benefits in the Web architecture and more clients can benefit from it.
Cache performances are strongly related with the performance of their replacement algorithms. These algorithms use an individual or multiple key to decide which object or objects must be replaced. An individual key can be well a single object characteristic (like object size, frequency, etc) or well a value obtained from the application of a mathematical formula which uses different object characteristics as inputs. Example of algorithms using only one characteristic are LRU, LFU, SIZE [15] ; and using a formula are GDS [6] , GDSP [9] , PSS [2] , LRV [12] LRFU [11] and LUV [3] . Algorithms using multiple keys refer to those algorithms which apply sequentially several criteria like LOG2-SIZE [2] , HYPER-G [2] . Among algorithms, it has be shown [4] [6] [10] [11] that those using recency and frequency are the ones which achieve the best performance.
In this paper we present the Multikey web-cache simulator environment capable to model in an easy way all the mentioned above algorithms. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses some related work. Section 3 details the Multikey simulation environment. Section 4 illustrates how easy can be a replacement algorithm implementation under the Multikey environment. Section 5 shows some performance results using real traces, and finally 6 presents some concluding remarks.
Related work
Researchers check their ideas by using different alternatives: real systems, trace-driven simulators, or any other kind of simulators before implementing them in commercial software products. Although there are a certain number of web cache simulators, very few of them are open source available on the web. This section only focuses on some of them offering open source distribution.
Pei Cao proposed the Web Cache simulator [16] which is a trace-driven simulator that can simulate replacement algorithms using a single key (object characteristic or formula). Written in C++, includes code for LRU, SIZE, LRV and HYBRID replacement algorithms. The simulator employs a priority queue to keep objects ordered by a priority field defined in the algorithm (size, frequency, last access time) and determine the object to evict from the cache, when new space is required. The Pei Cao Web Cache Simulator requires a special trace format. The main characteristic of this trace is that the URI field is composed by two identifiers, one referring to the web server and the other referring to the corresponding URI. The remaining fields are easily obtained from the original proxy logs. In this simulator, the response time of a miss is taken directly from the original proxy log, instead of being estimated.
Network Simulator (NS) [19] is one of the best network simulators available. It uses detailed network protocols model to estimate performance metrics. It supports TCP emulation, routing, multicast protocols both, in common and wireless networks. The NS is composed by an event scheduler and a set of libraries of network components written in C++. To be able to perform a NS simulation, the following steps should be taken: i) write a tcl script to initiate the event scheduler, ii) select network topology by using the implemented network objects, and iii) configure the traffic through the event scheduler (when should start and stop transmitting network packets). NS generates several files with detailed data of the simulation. This data can be used to perform an analysis or as an input for NAM (network animator), a graphic animated visualization tool included in this simulator. Caching is not a strong feature in NS. It only includes an HTTP class to model a simple infinite size cache. It does not implement replacement algorithms, neither measures caching performance.
Brian Davison developed another trace-driven network and cache simulator (NCS) [7] . This is a trace-based simulator, as NS, focuses more on network issues rather than web-cache management techniques. This simulator does not consider web object characteristic but it models very carefully other network aspects such as DNS effects, idle times, connection times, and waiting times. It also includes some level of prefetching.
The Proxim simulator [20] , as NCS does, emulates proxy caches using traces. The simulator considers interaction between HTTP and TCP messages and the network environment. It takes into account several factors that could affect object transferences, such as storage restrictions and data in transit during connection aborts. To feed Proxim traces must be filtered to include information related with TCP events, HTTP events, HTTP headers, byte counts, etc. Simulations can be run considering or avoiding the proxy cache.
The Multikey Simulation Environment
The tool presented in this paper is a trace-driven simulator, which is modularly coded using classes in the C++ programming language. The source code of the simulator is available from [21] . The tool is divided in two modules: i) a filter program that prepares traces to feed the simulator and calculates estimated transmission times, ii) a cache simulator that models web-proxy caches. Figure 1 shows the interrelation between both modules. 
The Filter Module
As some trace-driven simulators [16] [19] [20] [7] a filter program is needed to prepare original proxy logs in a readable format suitable for the simulator. Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the filter module. In the current version, the filter only accepts squid-proxy logs, but it can be easily modified to incorporate more proxy logs types such as Harvest, DEC, UCB, CRISP, etc. Like in the Squid proxy cache [14] our simulator uses the Message Digest Algorithm (MD5) [13] to codify each URI. This algorithm guarantees a unique 128 bits footprint from any arbitrary URI (or any other input). Due to the relatively small size of the footprints, the object search time in the simulator is quicker than using the full URI as object label. Another optional feature offered by the filter module is that log requests can be filtered by web object type; e.g., gif, jpg, html, dynamic, or by HTTP result code.
In addition to the features discussed above, the filter program also estimates some latency related parameters that will be discussed below. 
Obtaining time related parameters.
In classical processor caches, the performance of the replacement algorithm depends directly on the hit ratio obtained, because the penalty time in a miss is assumed to be constant. In other words, when a miss occurs, the block (which has a constant number of bytes), is fetched from main memory and this time is fixed by the technology and the memory organization. This feature cannot be straightforward applied to web objects because their size widely differs among them, and also the transmission time due to both Internet traffic and the huge variability of the Web Servers workload throughout the day. Consequently the fetch and the penalty times cannot be assumed constant. This reasoning implies that simulation environments should take into account the penalty time, in order to enable precise replacements algorithms for comparison studies. In other words, it is possible that the algorithm offering the higher hit ratio (or byte hit ratio) is not the one achieving the best performance (average response time per request). This penalty time (T P ) is composed by a connection time (T C ) plus the object size (in bytes) per the mean time needed to transfer a byte (T B ), i.e., T P = T C + T B * size, where size refers to the size of the web-object, and this time can be closely modeled by the least square fit method already employed in [9] . The Filter program estimates T C and T B from the original traces. These parameters are used to estimate the penalty time for each cache miss incurred during the simulation. The simulator uses this time to estimate the average response time perceived by the users, after serving all the requests. Thus, offering the possibility to compare algorithms on a time latency basis. Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the cache simulator module. As mentioned above its inputs are: i) a set of logs prepared by the filter program and ii) the input parameters file with the corresponding cache information. The cache module simulates a web cache having as inputs the requests included in the log and it generates statistics such as Hit Ratio, Byte Hit Ratio and Average Service Time into a simulation statistics file, and an estimated response time for each request in a separated file. Some parameters needs to be specified in order to run simulations, including name and log path, number of requests to be simulated, T C , T B , and the cache size. All these parameters are taken from an input parameters file. In order to model a web-cache environment the simulator defines two main classes: a Cache class and a Web-Object abstract class.
Web Cache Simulator Module

The Cache class.
The Cache class emulates the behavior of the cache of a proxy server. To model its behavior the Cache class includes three main methods: web object search, web object insertion and web object eviction. Table 1 shows a brief description of the public methods provided in the Cache-class (defined in the cache.h file). These methods are the interface of the Cache class with the Web-Object module to support the implementation of management algorithms.
To implement these features the Cache class defines two main object structures: an object localization structure (OLS) and a priority ordered ternary tree (PTT). The OLS is used to enable a fast access to the webobjects contained in the PTT structure when searching by an object URI. The OLS is composed by two data structures: an array of pointers, and binary trees. The array has 2 n elements indexed with the n less significant bits (n is set to 16 by default) of the 128 MD5 web-object URI identifier (coded for each web-object URI in the filter module). Each element in the array points to a binary tree whose nodes point to web-objects in the PTT structure. Each node in the OLS structure points also to the corresponding object in the PTT structure. Figure 4 shows the block diagram of the object localization structure (OLS). The OLS works as follows when the locateWebObject method is invoked: i) first, it uses the n less significant bits of the MD5 web-object URI to determine the tree that could contain the object, ii) then, the remaining MD5 web-object URI is used to search such URI object in the selected binary tree. On success, the function returns a pointer to the webobject in the PTT; otherwise, returns a null pointer. Using this method the computation time required to do a search is less than O(log N), where N is the total number of objects in the corresponding binary tree. The maximum number of objects supported by our OLS structure is 2 128 (number of possible codifications with the MD5), which are spread among the 2 n trees. The other data structure used to manage web-objects is a priority ordered ternary tree (PTT). Figure 5 shows the block diagram of the priority ternary tree (PTT). The purpose of this structure is to keep the objects ordered by their priority, which is defined in the Web-Object derived class discussed below. The meaning of the priority of a web object depends on the replacement policy implemented (size, frequency of use, or a combination). One important feature of the PTT is the quick access to the least priority object and more priority object, which eases the evictWebObject method to implement fast object evictions. Note that each time the priority of an object changes (due to the change of any object characteristic), the object must be reinserted in the PTT accordingly to its new priority. 
The WebObject class.
The Web-Object abstract class defines the main characteristics of the web-objects contained in the structures of the Cache class. This includes typical properties such as size, popularity, and the URI for each web-object. This class also defines three priority methods: greater, less and equal, which are used for comparing priorities when inserting a web-object in the PTT structure. These methods permit to traverse the tree in order to accommodate web-objects in the PTT according to their priority. These priority methods are used inside insertWebObject() and reinsertWebObject() methods defined in the Cache class.
To simulate each web-cache replacement algorithm, the Web-Object abstract class must be derived in a specific Web-Object class. Proceeding in this way, it is possible to add to the Web-Object derived class the most relevant properties to implement a replacement algorithm and to define the priority scheme by overriding the greater, less and equal methods. Note that in the priority methods we can test as many properties as we want in order to implement multiple key replacement algorithms.
Implementing Replacement Algorithms
In order to model a cache replacement policy using the Multikey simulation environment we need: i) to implement the replacement algorithm code using the Cache interface functions, ii) to obtain a derived class from the Web-Object abstract class for that particular replacement algorithm. Figure 6 shows the relation between the classes and the corresponding files. This section shows some examples to illustrate both single key and multiple key implementations. Figure 6 . Relation between classes and the corresponding files. Figure 7 illustrates the implementation of the Size replacement algorithm as example of a single key algorithm. Figure 7 also shows the section where the routines of cache.h are called to simulate the Size replacement algorithm, while Figure 8 shows the priority method in the Size Web-Object derived class. As one can see the implementation is quite straightforward by using the cache interface offered by the simulation environment. Notice that in the case of single key, where only one parameter is involved, the priority order method is reduced to just one line of code; although the key could be a complex mathematical formula.
class SIZE_WebObject : public Abstract_WebObject { public:
SIZE_WebObject(char *pUri, const long pSize, const long pTime); bool greaterPriority(Abstract_WebObject *compWOPtr) bool lessPriority(Abstract_WebObject *compWOPtr); bool greaterPriority(Abstract_WebObject *compWOPtr); }; // Use Abstract_WebObject constructor SIZE_WebObject::SIZE_WebObject(char *pUri, const long pSize, const long pTime):Abstract_WebObject(pUri,pSize,pTime) {} // Redefine priority methods in order to suit SIZE implementation bool SIZE_WebObject::greaterPriority(Abstract_WebObject *compWOPtr) { return ( returnSize() < compWOPtr->returnSize()) } bool SIZE_WebObject::lessPriority(Abstract_WebObject *compWOPtr) { return ( returnSize() > compWOPtr->returnSize()) } bool SIZE_WebObject::equalPriority(Abstract_WebObject *compWOPtr) { return ( returnSize() == compWOPtr->returnSize()) } Figure 8 . Specification of the priority methods (in the derived class) for the Size replacement algorithm.
Cache_SIZE Cache(simCacheSize,simTc,simTb);// Instance a Cache with : Cache Size = simCacheSize, Tc = simTc, Tb = simTb read from the Input Parameters File // At this point, a log line has been read into variables req_Uri, req_Size and current time is set to now. if (req_size < Cache_SIZE.cacheSpace() ) { // Cannot place web-objects larger that the space occupied by the Cache. SIZE_WebObject *new_RequestPtr = new SIZE_WebObject(req_Uri,req_Size,now); / / Instance a new web-object from request data. Cache_SIZE.updateCacheRequests(new_RequestPtr); // Update Requests statistics.
SIZE_WebObject *search_ObjPtr = (SIZE_WebObject *) Cache_SIZE.locateWebObject(req_Uri); // Look for the web-object in the Cache structure. if (search_ObjPtr != NULL) { // there is a Hit. search_ObjPtr->verifiySizeChanged(req_Size); search_ObjPtr->setTime(now); Cache_SIZE.updateCacheHits(search_ObjPtr); // Update Hits statistics. Cache_SIZE.relocateWebObject(search_ObjPtr); // Relocate the web-object in the Cache structure. } else { // there is a Miss. Cache_SIZE.updateCacheMisses(new_RequestPtr); // Update Misses statistics. while (!Cache_SIZE.enoughSpaceFor(req_Size)) { // Evict objects until the new object fits in the Cache structure. SIZE_WebObject *evicted_ObjPtr = (SIZE_WebObject *) Cache_SIZE.evictWebObject(); Cache_SIZE.updateCacheEvictions(evicted_ObjPtr); / / Update Evictions statistics. } Cache_SIZE.insertWebObject(new_RequestPtr); // Place the new web-object in the Cache structure. } } Figure 7 . Fragment code of the size replacement algorithm. For a multiple key replacement algorithm the derived Web-Object class code is not too much complex. As an example, Figure 9 illustrates the greater priority method of the derived class corresponding to the Hyper-G replacement algorithm, whenever the insertWebObject or relocateWebObject of the Cache class calls for the greaterPriority method. In order to place the web-object accordingly to its priority, first it compares the frequency of reference of the object to be placed (object A) with the frequency of a given object in the PTT (object B). This comparison is done with the root element of the PTT. If the frequency of the object A is greater, the comparison of the first key ends successfully returning true, and descending to the right side of the subtree of the PTT. Otherwise, if both frequencies are equal, then proceeds the second key comparison, and so on until the third key. Note that this comparison must be performed by the inserting routines of the Cache class in order to place correctly the web-object in the PTT structure. The comparisons are supported by the priority methods defined in each derived Web-Object class. 
Obtaining Performance Results
The Multikey environment implements some statistical methods to obtain performance results and other useful metrics for evaluation studies, like the number of requests, number of evictions, object hit ratio, average-response time, etc.
This section presents some simulations results obtained using a trace collected from the proxy servers of the Universitat Politècnica de València (Spain). The trace contains about 5M requests collected during 14 days. The original trace was prepared using the filter-module and a filtered trace contains 3,145,929 requests that suppose a total space of 18.64 GB required. Only 867,467 were unique requests (meaning that there are totally this quantity of unique web-objects) needing 10.45 GB of data storage. The Infinite Hit Ratio and Infinite Byte Hit Ratio are 72.43 and 0.5 respectively (the maximum Hit Ratio and Byte Hit Ratio that could be obtained with this trace). Table 2 summarizes these results. With this trace, T C and T B values were obtained using the filter module as explained in section 3.1. Only requests meaning a miss in the squid logs were considered (e.g. TCP_REFRESH_MISS, TCP_CLIENT REFRESH_MISS and TCP_MISS); therefore, the times considered to calculate T C and T B correspond to objects fetched by the proxy server. Notice that as some original servers use the HTTP/1.1 protocol which implements persistent connections, the obtained connection time estimates the connection time per object instead of the real time needed to establish a connection. Table 3 shows the estimated values.
To guess the average response time per request, a simulation was performed using the filtered trace, employing the T C and T B obtained in the filter modules. The average response time per request obtained was 648.93 ms; this time was calculated as the sum of the penalty time for all the misses occurred during the simulation and divided by the total number of requests received by the cache. This penalty time is automatically calculated inside the statistics routine updateCacheMisses. Table 3 . T C , T B obtained in the filter module and average response times calculated in the simulator module. Legend: i) Cache size has been assumed 5 times less than the total objects size; ii) The Size algorithm has been used and iii) The hit ratio is 70% so that only 30% of the requests require extra connections. Figure 10 shows the original response time per object size obtained from the original log file and the simulated response time for each miss incurred throughout simulation. In the simulation, the penalty time for each miss was obtained using the formula presented before. As one can see, responses times show a high variability because all external connections were considered. In order to simplify the approach, we consider the 24 hours of every day as well all the accessed servers. 
Conclusions
Efficient proxy management algorithms are required to achieve good performance. Researchers check their ideas by using different alternatives: real systems, trace-driven simulators, or any other kind of simulators before implementing them in commercial software products.
In this paper we propose a new software environment to explore new proxy algorithms proposals. The main contributions of our open source environment are i) it provides cache interface functions which allows a quick proxy cache replacement algorithm implementation, ii) its interface permits multiple key replacement implementations, which are an important segment of those that can be found in the open literature, iii) the data structures implemented permit short simulation times, and iv) its filter module offers time related parameters which allows the simulator to estimate average response times perceived by users, assigning a penalty time for each miss incurred. The last contribution is very important in order to perform fair performance comparison studies.
